MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Mandatory Annual Ethics Training for Army Acquisition Workforce

1. This guidance applies to all Defense Acquisition Workforce personnel in the Department of the Army.

2. On 15 January 2014, the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (USD (AT&L)), Honorable Frank Kendall, issued a memorandum directing all acquisition workforce members within the Department of Defense to complete ethics training annually beginning in calendar year 2014 (enclosure 1). The Army acquisition workforce will complete this training with 100 percent participation in 2014 and each year thereafter. Enclosure 2 provides course details and implementation guidelines.

3. Each training coordinator within the Program Executive Offices and acquisition commands is responsible for ensuring all Army acquisition personnel within their area of responsibility complete ethics training. The United States Army Acquisition Support Center (USAASC) Director, Acquisition Career Management (DACM) Office will centrally track training completion using the Individual Development Plan (IDP) within our Career Acquisition Personnel and Position Management Information System (CAPPMIS). All acquisition workforce members must list their successful completion of the training properly on their IDP and obtain supervisor concurrence.

4. Annual ethics training in various formats is provided by Army ethics officials to financial disclosure report filers each year pursuant to Office of Government Ethics regulations and is generally available to all personnel. This training will satisfy the USD (AT&L) annual ethics training requirement for acquisition workforce personnel within the Department of the Army. Acquisition personnel required to file financial disclosure reports must ensure completion of annual ethics training is recorded both by their respective ethics office and by the USAASC Army DACM Office via the IDP. This satisfies the obligation to comply with separate ethics training and tracking requirements.

5. The point of contact is Mr. Scott Greene, USAASC Army DACM Office, email: scott.m.greene14.civ@mail.mil or commercial: 703-805-1229.

Encls

Michael E. Williamson
Lieutenant General, GS
Director, Acquisition Career Management
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MEMORANDUM FOR: SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Mandatory Annual Ethics Training for the Defense Acquisition Workforce

Ethical, values-based decision making is the foundation of all acquisition professionals successfully supporting the Warfighter and protecting the taxpayer. Annual ethics training provides awareness of ethical obligations and responsibilities, including post-government employment restrictions. Based on recent events and after consulting with the Department of Defense (DoD) Standards of Conduct Office, I am directing all acquisition workforce members complete ethics training annually beginning in calendar year 2014.

Effective January 2014, Component Heads will ensure acquisition professionals have adequate time and resources to complete the training, and chain-of-command leaders, managers, and supervisors are responsible for ensuring members complete the annual training. I expect 100 percent of the acquisition workforce to complete the training in 2014 and each year thereafter. Many members of the acquisition workforce already complete annual ethics training as required in accordance with critical acquisition position financial disclosure requirements. Progress will be reported by the Component Director of Acquisition Career Management quarterly to the Director of Human Capital Initiatives and reviewed by the Defense Acquisition Workforce Senior Steering Board.

Requiring annual ethics training for the entire acquisition workforce implements recommendations of the DoD Panel on Contracting Integrity and the National Academy of Public Administration. Additionally, it directly supports the Better Buying Power 2.0 objective to improve the professionalism of the total acquisition workforce.

My point of contact is the Acting Director of Human Capital Initiatives, Ms. Clothilda Taylor, at clothilda.y.taylor.civ@mail.mil or 703-697-2525.

Frank Kendall
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2020 Ethics Training Implementation Guidelines

Training Options

1. Online – Any workforce member may complete the following Army online Ethics training: https://www.jagcnet.army.mil/EthicsTraining

2. In person – In person annual Ethics training is another option. Please consult your Training Coordinator and/or your Ethics Officer for details on when the training will be offered locally. Typically, Ethics training happens in the August timeframe.

3. Anyone who has already completed Ethics Training as required for OGE-450 filing, please follow the instructions below for documenting it in your Individual Development Plan (IDP) or the Total Employee Development System (TEDS). If you have already completed training this Calendar Year, you do not need to complete it again.

4. DAU online course – Overview of Acquisition Ethics (CLM 003) – DAU Continuous Learning Module; Ethics at Work (HBS 415) – DAU Continuous Learning Module.

5. Watch the 16–minute DAU online Ethics Video – https://media.dau.edu/media/Ethics+and+Leadership/0_1kc6s9ge/62925211


Tracking Information

1. The IDP will be the tracking mechanism for the entire Army acquisition workforce. For those workforce members who use the TEDS system, you will need to enter it into TEDS first and it will flow into the IDP.

2. Upon completion of the training, every workforce member needs to list the training in one of two systems – IDP or TEDS.

   a. Steps for IDP users to list ethics training completion:
      i. Log into your IDP (https://apps.asc.army.mil/camp/)
      ii. Select “Planning” tab
      iii. Click "Add Non-DAU Training"
      iv. Filter by the Professional Activities
      v. Click the box next to “ETH 007 - 2020 Acquisition Ethics Training”
      vi. Click “Save and Finish”
      vii. Submit to your supervisor for approval
      viii. Ensure your supervisor approves the request in a timely manner

   b. Steps for TEDS users to list ethics training completion:
      i. Work with training managers to ensure the completed course meets the requirements
      ii. Show the course as completed in the TED System. TED administrators have set up the code MAN-ETH20 for 2020.

3. CAPPMIS System Administrators will search for ETH 007 – 2020 Acquisition Ethics Training, MAN-ETH20, or DAU online Acquisition Ethics training for reporting purposes. No other courses will be queried when reporting course completion.

Accountability
The USAASC Army DACM Office will track by individual Command or Program Executive Office (PEO) on a monthly basis. Acquisition Career Management Advocates (ACMA) and Organizational Acquisition Points of Contact (OAP) will be responsible for ensuring their command/PEO reaches one hundred percent compliance prior to the end of the calendar year.